PATAG Meeting Agenda
1.00pm – 3.00pm, Wednesday 29 March 2017
The School House, Historic Village, 17th Avenue, Tauranga
Population Ageing Technical Advisory Group [PATAG] – Terms of Reference (SG Strategy 13)
Function:
• PATAG is a collaboration between the Bay of Plenty District Health Board (BOP DHB) and SmartGrowth. It is anchored through a memorandum
of understanding signed by the BOPDHB and the SmartGrowth partnership on
13 February 2008. It is a BOP DHB Technical Advisory Group.
• The role of the Population Ageing Technical Advisory Group (PATAG) is to provide expert technical advice to the Bay of Plenty District Health
Board and SmartGrowth regarding: policy, planning, and service development to best meet the needs of the community having regard to the
impacts and
opportunities arising from the ageing population, now and in the future.
• These needs encompass the social, economic, cultural, and environmental determinants of health and wellbeing.
Membership:
Membership of PATAG will have knowledge/ expertise in the four well beings and clinical expertise from the health sector. Members will be
appointed by the CEO of BOPDHB and the Independent Chair of SmartGrowth. PATAG will have an opportunity to make recommendations for
membership. Members will be appointed for their individual expertise and experience. An ability to contribute to the achievement of the
objectives of PATAG will form the basis of the skills, knowledge, or experience required. The mix of skills and experience within the PATAG will be
taken into account.
Aims:
BOP DHB:
• The prioritization of investment in services to ensure the health and support needs of older people are met; and
• To manage the impact of our ageing population on health services and support the provision of high quality and sustainable services for all
people.
SMARTGROWTH:
• Enhanced capacity of communities to facilitate both ‘active ageing’ and ‘ageing in place’.
• Improved access to information and research as a basis for decision making to achieve successful population ageing.
BOTH PARTNERS:
• Provide advice that is professionally credible, evidence based, internationally current, and locally relevant.
• To encourage collaborative planning and implementation across all agencies.
• Encourage innovative leadership in consideration of population ageing matters and its impact on potential impacts and opportunities.
Relationships: PATAG will:
• Take direction from the BOP DHB and SmartGrowth.
• Be provided with management and secretarial support from the BOP DHB.
• Engage as appropriate with sub-regional planning processes.
• Maintain effective relationships with community providers and agencies including SmartGrowth’s Strategic Partner Forum and the Combined
Tangata Whenua Forum. • Engage with national and regional bodies as appropriate.
• Recognise the autonomy of the collaborating partners and the roles of participating individuals and organisations.
• Have a “no surprises” approach and work in a collaborative and respectful manner within its
membership and partners.
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• BOP DHB and SmartGrowth will from time to time work with PATAG to create community
discussion and debate
Scope:
• PATAG will define and analyse issues to provide future strategic direction and advice to ensure the wellbeing of the communities having regard
to the impacts and opportunities arising from an ageing population.
• The scope of work will take into account the BOPDHB Annual Plans and Regional Plans, the SmartGrowth Strategy and Implementation Plan;
and subsequent iterations of these documents.
PATAG will provide:
• Expert advice and stakeholder group participation in issues of ageing relevant to the work of both the BOPDHB and SmartGrowth integrated
planning for population ageing in the region, through
collaboration, co-ordination, effective and efficient productivity.
• Information that will create and encourage community awareness and debate on ageing
Population.
PATAG will consider and provide advice on:
• The health, wellbeing and disability needs of the ageing population in the Bay of Plenty region, funded by both Vote Health and Health and
Disability Services.
• Social and economic issues related to wellbeing, workforce participation, skill development,
retention and development.
• Improved coordination and responsiveness of services provided to an ageing population and their families.
• The impact of the four well-beings: social, cultural, economic and environmental, as they relate to an ageing population.
• The related strategies and implementation programmes that at any time may be relevant to the growth and development of the region.
Operational Structures:
• The formal structure and process will align with the established BOP DHB Technical Advisory Group and SmartGrowth structure and purpose.
It is expected that PATAG will:
• Meet at least quarterly.
• Undertake work within specific working groups to progress tasks.
• Meet goals according to BOP DHB and Smartgrowth reporting time frames.
• Nominate a representative from PATAG to SmartGrowth Strategic Partners Forum.
Chairperson:
• A Chairperson will be appointed jointly by the BOPDHB CEO and SmartGrowth Independent Chair for a specified and agreed term.
Communication:
• The Chair of PATAG or nominee will be responsible for all communication under the agreed
communication policy.
Reporting Requirements: PATAG will provide a report every 6 months to:
• BOPDHB.
• SmartGrowth Implementation Committee.
Committee: • Other specific reports as requested.
Performance:
The performance of PATAG will be reviewed by the members annually. Discussions will be held with the BOP DHB and SmartGrowth regarding:
• Recommendations.
• Priorities.
• Membership.
• Other matters arising.
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Population Ageing Technical Advisory
Group – Membership
Current Members:
The forum membership is representative of the wider community within the western Bay of
Plenty and is currently represented by the following individuals and organisations;
Name
Anne Pankhurst
Annie Hill
Dr Elizabeth Spellacy
Emily Rogers
Lorraine Wilson
Mary Dillon
Sarah Davey
Tony Lawson
Beck Watts
Irene Walker
Maru Tapsell

Organisation
PATAG Chair
Priority One
Bay of Plenty District Health Board ( Smart Ageing)
Western Bay of Plenty District Council
Age Concern
Community Representative
Bay of Plenty District Health Board
Bay of Plenty District Health Board
Tauranga Youth Development Trust
Combined Tangata Whenua Forum
Combined Tangata Whenua Forum

SmartGrowth Partner Staff

Dani Jurgeleit

Tauranga City Council

Agenda - Population Ageing Technical Advisory Group 29 March 2017
1. Apologies

Chair

2. Previous meeting minutes (25 Jan 2017)
Minutes and actions – Paper A
3. Position Paper Response update
(Paper B) (Paper C)

Chair

4. What’s Hot

Chair

5. Presentation on frailty and sarcopaenia

Dr Elizabeth Spellacy

6. Update regarding western BOP Employment
Projections

Anne Pankhurst

7. Update on Ageing Well research /summit

Karen Summerhays

8. Membership (Paper D) and SG Engagement
Research

Chair / Annie Hill /Karen S

9. General Business

Chair

Cheryl Steiner
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Paper A

Population Aging Technical Advisory Group Meeting
Wednesday 25 January 2017 1:00 – 3:00pm
The School House, The Historic Village, 17th Avenue
Present

Mary Dillon, Karen Summerhays, Vicki Jones, Lorraine Wilson, Emily Rogers, Anne Pankhurst, Annie Hill

Apologies
Previous Minutes and Actions

Sarah Davey, Tony Lawson, Elizabeth Spellacy
Minutes of the previous 23rd November 2016 meeting accepted as a true and correct record.
Previous actions confirmed:
All previous actions confirmed completed

What’s Hot

Update



Mary Dillon provided update from Age Concern on mobility scooters on footpaths
The advice given in the Travel Safe – Mobility Scooter Workshops.
Pedestrians have the right of way – you must travel at a speed that will not endanger others.
Taking this into account you should not be travelling any faster than a reasonably fast walker this
way you keep yourself safe and can safety stop for obscured driveways as well.

PATAG meeting minutes and actions – 25 January 2017
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Update provided on access inclusion and universal design – two mobility parks adjacent to
Papamoa beach, trail completed with beach access mat that rolls out 60 metres to the water
edge, it was noted we very close to raising funds – The mat has multi uses it can be used on grass,
beach. The cost is $15,000, it weighs 30kgs and you can transfer from your normal wheel chair
into a floating wheelchair. The mat has 10-15 years life span if the mat is rolled away every day
compared to 7 years if left out.



Universal design in Oct universal design toolkit – started to have conversion to promote Life-Mark
accreditation.



LTP - taking on message from OAG



Anne noted Restorative Justice is all about restored balance to a relationship through
conversation. It was noted that family violence is a growing issue. Suicide numbers are continuing
to grow and there is a worrying increase recently in youth suicide.
Invite Irene Walker to address the Forum regarding the western BOP suicide prevention
programmes
Karen noted Summit date 30 May at Armitage Hotel – Guest speaker Doctor Robb Weiner



ACTION
Update on Ageing Well research/summit

Discussion

Car fit program – Where people are shown how to adjust your seat belt and seat, wing mirrors.
Helping to get funding from Tauranga City Council and the Western Bay District Council to enable
us to run refresher-training courses which is a theory based course which brings you up to date
with new road rules.
Anne noted that Age Concern does a great job.



PATAG meeting minutes and actions – 25 January 2017
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All interested people are welcome to attend – The question is what role does PATAG want to
have?
Concern over the venue for the Summit – Annie Hill from Priority One offered to fund the cost of
the event at the Mount Club, Anne expressed this is extremely generous and thanked Annie for
offering this.
Discussion was had regarding SG’s role in the Summit especially as SG provided funding for the
local case study and that nationally SG has gained a positive profile with the researchers. It was
decided that the Chair addresses the SLG in Feb to raise this matter and other things that are of
interest to PATAG and the Forums. Recommendations include that SLG to endorse and support
summit given it is the sub regional research that is going to be presented, we see as natural
progression through this research.



Karen noted she will be reporting an overview of the social research undertaken in 2016 to the SG
Leadership Group it will include the Ageing Well- Life When Renting , Western BOP case study
research papers It is hoped that we will start to see some action, The question for PATAG is how
do we use this research for the best outcomes not just putting it on the SG website. Could be a
good cross Forum project ( PATAG, SSF, HAF and CTWF) Wealth of information in the research.



Field trip 10 Feb 17 interviews one on one – anyone who is renters or older community, rural
areas. Fiona Crum is coming to undertake this research with Maori. It was noted that of particular
interest is the findings regarding Mataawaka Maori.



Karen announced that the latest research paper (Cohousing) had just arrived but not in time for
this agenda so will be circulated to Forum members and included in the HAF agenda.

PATAG meeting minutes and actions – 25 January 2017
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The link to the article that Anne referred to in meeting.
http://i.stuff.co.nz/business/87912689/national-portrait-shamubeel-eaqub-economist-and-oursocial-divisions

Action
Update on HIA on the PT Blue print

Vicki Co-Housing report put onto SG website & add to HAF agenda
Anne Pankhurst - Recommendation to SLG to endorse and support summit given it is the sub regional
research that is going to be presented, we see as natural progression through this research.
Moved to next agenda

Action

Vicki add Tony to provide an update on HIA on the PT Blue print to next agenda


Karen talked through the Structure Diagram and change of names



Annie Hill noted that the new membership of the SG Strategic ( Mangers) Group – it was
discussed at the end of the last meeting that herself, Mary Dillon, Phil Shoemack, wouldn’t be
required going forward and didn’t think it was clear. Annie would appreciate confirmation of that
and thought it would be nice to receive a letter of thanks for contribution.

Structure Diagram



Action

Forum noted concern over not having the outside influence and thought that it would be a more
holistic approach if we had wider group involved in the management group meetings. The forum
expressed they feel it’s a shame to not have the connection at all levels. It’s not just what we put
into the management meetings it is what we take out and communicate to local media - It’s
about bringing people along on the journey - It’s not just a council process.
Vicki pass Annie’s feedback on to Bill Wasley

PATAG meeting minutes and actions – 25 January 2017
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Update from Combined Forum Chairs
meeting

Action

Position Paper Response update



Anne noted it was discussed between the chairs that all forums should be invited to each others
meetings and suggested we start encouraging each other to attend.



Anne noted Social Sector needs support - they don’t have a voice or go too.

 Expanding PATAG membership - we need to look at this
Karen - Invite Liz to come and talk about SociaLink
Vicki - Add to next agenda possible new members ( attach document received)
Anne P - Invite Becks Watts from Tauranga Youth Development Trust to join the Forum
 February the report will be introduced, draft response information needs to go back to the
council, the Strategic group will see the response and then it will go back to the councils for
review. March/April expecting further update


Karen noted she is independently working on case study on position papers – This will involve
interviewing people about their experiences and she would appreciate honesty.



Karen noted we now are including the terms of reference and list of members at start of every
agenda as per the request of Bill Wasley.
Karen noted external research regarding SG Engagement is happening with all forums and SG
partners and interviews will take place with different forum members and you may receive a
phone call. Until this has happened Karen would prefer to hold back on the membership drive.


General Business


It was noted that mobility parking campaign and access around the city is taking place with new
signage, which is appealing to human aspect for people in wheelchairs. Access map is underway

PATAG meeting minutes and actions – 25 January 2017
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Meeting Closed at 2.30pm

Next
Meeting

for the city - new signage completed. Working on accessible events, external event holders can
access so they can make their events more assessable.
The School House Wednesday 29 March 2017 - 1:00-3:00pm

PATAG
Outstanding Actions
1.

January

Dr Elizabeth will work on presentation in regards to Fraility & Sarcopaenia - Presentation on agenda for March meeting

2.

January

Vicki Co-Housing report put onto SG website , add to HAF agenda & circulate to PATAG members - Post note completed

3.

January

4.

January

5.

January

Anne Pankhurst – to address SLG with Recommendations to endorse and support summit, given it is the sub regional research that is
going to be presented, we see as natural progression through this research.
Vicki add update on HIA on the PT Blue print to next agenda – post note completed
Vicki pass Annies feedback on to Bill Wasley – post note completed 07/02/17

7.

January

Karen - Invite Liz Davies to come and talk about SociaLink

8.

January

Vicki - Add to next agenda possible new membership ( attach document received) (completed)

9.

January

Karen - Invite Irene Walker to address the Forum regarding the western BOP suicide prevention programmes

10.

January

Anne P - Invite Becks Watts from Tauranga Youth Development Trust to join the Forum

11.

January

Vicki – Add Tony to provide update on HIA on the PT Blue print to next agenda

PATAG meeting minutes and actions – 25 January 2017
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Paper B

SmartGrowth Forums: Position Paper Response Update (March 2017)
The following is an overview of the process SmartGrowth is working through to respond to the Position Papers developed by SmartGrowth forums and where we
are at in the process. The Position Papers have been summarised into ten themes1 to assist with the response process. Response Tables referred to include
information on what is already considered in the growth planning process, what could be considered further, and what falls out of Councils responsibility.
WE ARE HERE

June 2017

July-Aug 2016

Sept-Oct 2016

Nov-Dec 2016

Jan-Feb 2017

Feb-Apr 2017

May 2017

SmartGrowth
Committee
presented
with Position
Papers by
Forums.

Framework to
respond to
Position
Papers
approved by
SmartGrowth
implementation group

Response
Tables
developed for
each theme.
Partner
Councils fill in
tables.

Council
information
summarised
into overview
and into one
combined
Response
Table for each
theme.

Draft
information
discussed by
SmartGrowth
Strategic
Group and
workshop with
elected
members.

Joint Forum
Hui to present
and discuss
Response
information.

SmartGrowth
Committee
workshop
including
Forum chairs
to discuss
Response
information.
Determine
next steps...

1

Community involvement, urban design, social infrastructure, compact urban form, housing, active transport, growth planning, environmental sustainability, community, culture
and heritage.
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Paper C
SmartGrowth Forums Position Paper Response Update – March 2017
Process to date
In 2016 the eight SmartGrowth Forums (plus the BOPDHB) were invited to prepare a position statement
to articulate what they believe is important and requires consideration through the Settlement Pattern
Review. The SmartGrowth Forum Position Papers were presented to the SmartGrowth Implementation
Committee at the July 2016 and August 2016 meeting.
The Position Papers provide comprehensive information on the Forums current issues, and
recommendations for incorporation into growth planning processes and implementation. The extent of
information provided has resulted in identification of common themes raised across the Position Papers,
rather than attempting to respond to each point individually. The themes are summarised as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Community Involvement
Urban Design
Social Infrastructure
Compact Urban Form
Housing
Active Transport
Growth Planning
Environmental Sustainability
Community
Culture and Heritage

Within each theme is further detail on the key topics and the main points raised by the Forums relevant
to those topics. A response table has been developed for each theme. TCC, WBOPDC and BOPRC
Council staff have provided a response to the matters raised through three possible categories:




what is currently considered in growth planning processes, where the direction comes from, who
has primary responsibility for this and an example of application and investment,
what could be considered further, and
what other organisations are involved (or could/should be).

The last two bullet points represent staff views about further work priorities and are therefore being
discussed with the elected members of each Council in late March – early April to ensure that they are
comfortable with the direction provided back to the forums.
It is recognised that there are a number of organisations involved in the growth planning and delivery
process however Councils generally take a lead role in the planning approach and therefore were able to
complete the majority of information required in the response templates.
Joint Forum Hui – 11 April 2017
The purpose of this hui is to start to present back responses to the position papers. Following the
elected member workshops, the response tables will be circulated to the forums prior to the hui. It is
recognised that there is a lot of information in the response tables so the hui will be an opportunity to
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provide an initial overview of this information with the forum members. Another hui may be held
further down the track once the forums have had a chance to digest and discus the information
provided.
The proposed agenda for the hui is a mix of providing responses to the position paper themes as well as
discussing ways that this information can be practically integrated into current planning processes:








Recap on process and how we have got to today.
Information on what is currently considered in the growth planning process is provided for each
theme in a workshop/speed dating type format – 10 tables and each forum to visit a table for an
overview of the information then move on to the next one.
Information on what could be considered further in the growth planning process is provided for
each theme in a workshop/speed dating type format – 10 tables and each forum to visit a table
for an overview of the information then move on to the next one.
BOPRC presentation on their joint transport communications approach.
Discussion on streamlined process for engagement of forums in planning processes.
Discussion on proposed checklist for organisations undertaking projects to fill out prior to
engagement, picking up on the key themes from the position papers.
Determine next steps.

Feedback
We are keen for your feedback on the proposed approach to bringing the Council responses to the
position paper themes back to the SmartGrowth Forums.
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Paper D

Confirmation of SmartGrowth Forum Membership 2017/2018
SmartGrowth Forums have a unique role to play in the development of the western Bay of Plenty subregion. It is imperative that the attendance of individuals representing organisations on the Forum is
verified by those organisations. We value highly and recognise the importance of broad and
knowledgeable representation of the particular sector or focus of the forum.
Name of Forum:
Name of Organisation:
Name of Representative:
Reps email:
Reps phone number:
Name of Alternate:
Name of person being replaced (if applicable):
Type of membership:
Full representation: Meeting attendance and close involvement with SmartGrowth e.g.
invitations to multi forum Hui.
Associate membership: Receive agenda/minutes, able to provide comments for
consideration by the Forum.
Council membership – SG Partner staff attendance at meetings as support to the Forum
By signing this document you are giving permission for the name of the organisation, the name of the
representative and their email contact details to be published on the SG website and be made
available as part of a forum membership list if requested.

Name and Signature of Organisation Chairperson/ Manager (or by other authority)

Date

Please fill this form out for any replacements made throughout 2017 and 2018
Please contact Karen Summerhays at karen@peopleandplace.co.nz or Ph 021 0437858 for any
information or clarification.
For the latest information regarding the work of SmartGrowth please visit www.smartgrowthbop.org.nz
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Paper D

PATAG Membership
The workshop discussed whether PATAG membership was representative or whether it was a forum
with expertise in population ageing. It was proposed that PATAG would be most effective if it
comprised a core group combining both expertise and representation of key partner organisations
and seconded expertise in when required on areas of interest/projects. It is proposed that PATAG
comprise the following representatives:



Age Concern



Bay of Plenty District Health Board



Bay of Plenty Regional Council



Envirohub Bay of Plenty



Priority One



SmartGrowth



Social Sector Forum



Tauranga Chamber of Commerce



Tauranga City Council



Toi Te Ora Public Health Service



Western Bay of Plenty District Council



Youth representative

It is proposed that representatives from the following groups be seconded to PATAG for specific
purposes or projects:



Bay of Plenty District Health Board Maori Health Runanga



Combined Tangata Whenua Forum



Diversity / equal employment opportunities lobbyists



Education sector representation



Elders’ Forum (Tauranga Age Friendly City)



Individuals with expertise on population ageing



Maori Women’s Welfare League



Multicultural Tauranga



Nursing trainees



Sport Bay of Plenty



Wider tangata whenua representation
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